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Soccer balls in fortnite battle royale

One of Fortnite Week 5 Season 2 challenges requires players to kick a football 100 yards away. Here's how and where you can quickly complete this challenge. We're already in another official Fortnite week. That means there's a new set of challenges for players to complete. This week's challenges are the Meowscles, a skin that can be
unlocked in this battle step this season. The official name of the challenges is Mischief de Meowscles. As with the other two weekly challenge agents, there will be two parts to the challenges. There are 10 challenges for Part 1 with Part 2 unlocking next week at 2 pm UTC. There will also be additional challenges next week for Meowscles
that will require players to deliver fish to Shadow or Ghost to unlock one of the skin styles. One of the current challenges requires players to kick a football at 100 meters. You won't be able to kick a football just by running on it and expecting the best. If you do that, you'll never get the challenge completed. We've created a quick guide on
how and where you can kick a 100-meter football to quickly complete this challenge. How and where to kick a football 100 meters Football Locations Fortnite This is where you will find football venues in Fortnite. Below that, you'll find the best location to quickly complete the kick a football 100 meters challenge. Pleasant Park Field
northwest of Frenzy Farm East side of Holly Hedges North West of Pleasant Park There are some football locations on the Map of Fortnite. There's one in Pleasant Park where the Choppa helicopter is located. However, this location is not optimal if you want to complete the challenge as quickly as possible, as you will have to keep kicking
and running with it to complete this challenge. Instead, players can land or visit a hill that is located north of Frenzy Farm. There will be a football at the top of the hill where you can simply run to kick it up the hill. Once you go down the hill and keep rolling, you'll have completed the kick a 100-meter football challenge. RELATED: Fortnite
Season 5 Week 7 Challenges / Missions FilteredQuit from the location of the Football in which you will want to land: Kick a Soccer Ball 100 meters Fortnite Location Here is an image of the location game. You'll have to destroy the two wooden fences in front of the ball we've already made in the image below: Fortnite Kick Soccer Ball 100
meters Fortnite Week 5 challenges are live, and players are struggling with some of the tasks. There are two difficult Visiting challenges, which we've already passed, but that's just the beginning. Epic Games has also launched a challenge will require some luck and knowledge of Fortnite Season 2 map. In today's guide, we'll show you the
best places for Kick a soccer ball 100 100 There aren't too many footballs on the map, so if you don't know where to look, this could take a while. Where to find footballs in Fortnite Since the beginning of Fortnite, footballs have been interactable. Usually found on football fields, balls can be kicked and scored on goals, causing a celebration
and ball to be restored. Since the move to Chapter 2, however, there are not as many balls on the map. Luckily, there are still two places where you can find a football. We've outlined these points on the Fortnite map below. If you've been a Fortnite fan for a long time, then you know where a football resides. Pleasant Park has been home
to a football field since Fortnite launched for the first time, and not much has changed. However, with Tuesday's update, there is now a helipad occupying half the pitch. Therefore, you can still kick the ball, but only in one direction. The other location you can find a ball is just north of Frenzy Farm. The ball is located in the parking lot facing
the farm to the south. You can find the ball near the fence and the red van. Frenzy Farm has one of the footballs in Fortnite. Beyond that, it's up to you to kick him 100 yards. This doesn't have to be achieved in a game, so don't worry if you die. Just keep landing on the ball until your challenge is complete. Once it is, you'll be rewarded with
40,000 XP for your Season 2 Battle Pass. This is where to kick a football 100 meters easily in Fortnite: Battle Royale. Credit: Epic Games Another week, another batch of Fortnite challenges. This time it's the first half of the Maescos' Mischief mission. Completing 18 of these challenges this week and the next week will allow players to
choose the GHOST or SHADOW skin style for that Battle Pass character. Fortnite: Battle Royale this week challenges task players with kicking a football at 100 meters. It's a pretty simple challenge, but you can do it the hard way or easy. The hard way would be to go to the football field in Pleasant Park. That's been taken by Henchman.
A new base has appeared under the field, which is pretty cool, but it makes the football there right in the middle of a very dangerous area. The easy way is, well, much easier. Just head to Frenzy Field instead. So far, at least, there's no Ghost or Shadow base there. You'll find a hill with a football at the top. Kicking down the hill and when it
stops rolling and bouncing it should have crossed the 100-meter line by now. Here's where to find that football: Fortnite Soccer Ball Map Credit: Epic/Erik That's pretty simple. Of course, if another player beats you to the spot, the football won't be there. He'll be somewhere in the fields below. So get ready to go up as everyone tackles this
challenge at once. You can see the rest of this week's challenges here. Oh, and if you decide to go with the football in Pleasant Park, hop on a Choppa later and complete the Visit Coral Cove, Stack Shack and Crash Site In A Single Match Without Swimming challenge while you're at it. As part of the latest set of challenges, players need
to kick a football 100 yards away at Fortnite. This may sound like a long way to go, but thanks to the placement of one of the two footballs we've found in Fortnite, it's actually pretty simple to complete. You don't need to be Wayne Rooney or David Beckham to score this challenge; You don't even have to put him on a goal! Here's the
easiest place to complete the Fortnite kick challenge at 100 meters of football, along with a second location if you don't fancy the easy option to mark this entry into Fortnite Meowscles Mischief Challenges. Fortnite Deadpool Challenges Fortnite Brutus Briefing Challenges Fortnite TNTina Test Challenges Fortnite Maya Fortnite challenges
steal security plans and deliver them to SHADOW or GHOST. Fortnite destroys ghost or SHADOW Fortnite drop-down trays new and unsampling Fortnite Vaults Fortnite Fort Henchmen and Fortnite Agents Fortnite Phone Booths Secret Passages fortnite Fortnite Fortnite Chapter 2 Season 3 (Image Credit: Epic Games)In order to
overcome this challenge in one hit, you want to head to an un dialed mountain. Indicated by number one on the map, you can find northwest of Frenzy Farm and south of Craggy Cliffs. Land here and along with two chests and some floor loot, you'll also find a cocked football right above. Now there are two ways to complete the challenge
from here. The first, and easiest, way to destroy one of the close panels that protect the edge of the mountain, then just kick the ball from the side of the hill. Because of how big the mountain is, this should complete the challenge at once, as it will keep rolling for quite some time, as long as you don't kick it directly into a tree. You can also
haggle the ball slowly across the hill, if you prefer to keep track of where you're going. This will take longer and you're more likely to get shot while you're doing it, but you can make sure it definitely travels 100 meters. And show your skills to any explorer in the spotlight while you're in it. If that location does not work for you, look for the
other map location marked with number two. This is a classic Fortnite place; the football field in the middle of Pleasant Park. As always, there's a football in the center circle, but the problem is has been taken by AI henchmen. If you kill those who patrol the upper section, you can kick the ball and keep haggling for 100 yards. But seriously,
you just have to go to the top of the It's much easier. Fortnite Patch Notes Fortnite Tips Fortnite Map of Fortnite Arms Improvement Banks fortnite Achievement Fortnite Creative Codes Fortnite ? Fortnite 2FA How to enable cross-platform Fortnite matches How to level up quickly in Fortnite ? How to Get Fortnite V-Bucks Free Fortnite
Starter Pack FlagView HistoryFor Fortnite Week 5 Meowscles Mischief Challenges, players will have to track football spots and kick the ball for 100 meters. As simple as it may seem, this challenge could be a pain. To help, this is where to kick a football in Fortnite. I know you're probably thinking this challenge should be super simple, and
it is. The general idea of the goal is simple, the hard part seems to be finding a football. After a quick search, I could only track a football venue. As seen on the map above, you can find a football at Fortnite in Pleasant Park. It is to be remembered that there is a football at the southern end of the park with two goals. However, thanks to the
addition of Safe Houses and helicopters, the course has halved. Despite this, there is a football in midfield, next to a chest. Unfortunately, this is the only ball I could find in the area and is surrounded by henchmen. Therefore, you will have to kick the ball while trying to dodge the bullets or eliminate the henchmen first and risk being killed
in the process. In all likelihood, there are more footballs scattered around the island, but this is the only one we could find. If we are able to track more, we will make sure to update this guide. For more help, check out: Andrew Smith is an independent contributor to IGN and is still deciding between Ghost and Shadow. Follow him on Twitter
@_andrewtsmith. @_andrewtsmith.
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